
INARTISAN.
BY EMILY HEYSEN



FIND US |
Visit us at our 
SYDNEY warehouse & showroom:
1.04/75 Mary St, St Peters NSW 2044
Ph 0432 511 494.
info@inartisan.com

Or our MELBOURNE showroom:
545 High St Prahran VIC 3181
0421 884 233
melbourne@inartisan.com

Online at www.inartisan.com.
Instagram/inartisan.



INARTISAN.
ABOUT US |
Growing up surrounded by 
art and nature has influenced 
designer Emily Heysen’s personal 
style.  Working with artisans from 
Australia and around the world 
to create unique handmade 
pieces of the highest quality.  Born 
from an appreciation of colour, 
craftsmanship, form and above 
all functionality, INARTISAN has a 
strong commitment to creativity, 
the environment and ethical 
production.



House & Garden Magazine, 
Nov 2018 edition.
styling Kayla Gex
photography Kristina Šoljo



IN THE PRESS |
Home Beautiful, March 2019 edition.
styling John Mangila
photography Brigid Arnott



CUSTOM MADE & 
COLLABORATIONS |
Our mission is to craft laid-back 
environments using long-lasting 
products. Inspired by the Australian 
outdoors, we offer captivating pieces that 
are united by their natural textures and 
tones.

The team at INARTISAN looks forward 
to bringing you pieces that are both 
functional and maintain the natural, rustic
warmth for which Inartisan is known.



Soul of Gerringong



Tigerlily Swimwear

Empanadas Che



The Borrowed Table



ORIGINAL
ARTWORK |



Emily Heysen, the founder of Inartisan, builds upon her distinctive creative vision to 
create these large scale acrylic & mixed media paintings.

Emily has inherited her passion for fine arts from her great-grandfather, renowned 
Australian landscape artist Sir Hans Heysen. Her paintings are characterised by rich 
pigments and bold shapes, punctuated by crisp details such as the silhouette of a 

branch or a dancing dotted line. Favouring abstract interior and abstract landscape 
scenes, Emily’s practice is complementary to the design vision of Inartisan.

The combination of sharp lines and delicate curves recalls both a vast horizon with 
scattered landmarks; and simultaneously, familiar shapes that elicit the sense of a 

welcoming home.

This play between nature and the home allows these paintings to 
create an atmosphere that is both warm and inviting, while also 

bringing a dynamic energy to the space in which 
they are displayed. Some of Emily’s paintings 

evoke movement and play, while others 
suggest a tranquil stillness.



A raw aesthetic for 
furniture pieces that 
are naturally beautiful.  
The range includes 
sideboards, desks, stools, 
coffee tables, chairs, 
dining tables, dining chairs 
and side tables.

HANDMADE 
FURNITURE |







Clockwise from left: Maia bulb stool, 
Lale Milking Stool - Bar Height, 
Rokha Stool in small, Sena Bar Stool, 
Elif Side Table, Asha Rectangular 
Stool, Rafi Peg Stool, Kalo Stool in 
Small & Large, Arzu Mini Curved 
Side Table.



LIMITED EDITION
PRINTS |
Limited Edition Fine Art Print 
Archival Quality Ink on Hand-made Recycled Paper. 
Signed & numbered by hand. 

Edition is limited to just 20pcs.



Reclaimed Teak Handmade 
Furniture from top, left to 
right:: Riia 4 Drawer Desk, 
Tiago Round Table, Adela 
Rustic Console.

Clockwise from left: 
Arju Rattan Armchair in 
Natural, Lutalo Natural 
Ladder, Kalo Round Stool, 
Hand Etched Brass Lassi 
Cup, Myra Mug.

RATTAN 
FURNITURE |
Lovingly-made, 
handcrafted Rattan 
furniture is both lightweight 
and durable - and is 
perfect for indoors, a 
sunroom or an undercover 
deck. It features a natural or 
painted finish, and if kept 
undercover and out of the 
elements, can be enjoyed 
for many years to come.



OUTDOOR 
FURNITURE |

A new range of outdoor furniture made 
using reclaimed teak & weather resistant 
fabric cushions mean these gorgeous 
pieces will stand the test of time no 
matter the weather.





From left to right: Flat Rattan 
Lighting in Black, Bamboo 
Natural Lighting w Handle, 
Flat Rattan Natural Lighting, 
Bamboo Tall Lightshade in 
Black, Droplet Lighting in 
Natural.



LIGHTING |

Handwoven Lighting from Java, 
Indonesia.  Our lightshades are made 
from natural fibres using traditional 
weaving techniques providing beautiful 
functional pieces with a textural feel.



Supporting young 
tribal artisans from 
Manipur in making 

traditional black 
Longpi pottery and 
creating sustainable 

income opportunities 
for their future.

This special technique 
is traditionally 

practiced by the 
Tangkhul Naga tribes 

of the Ukhrul district of 
Manipur, India.

LONGPI
POTTERY |

Clockwise from left: Jiya Tall 
Vase, Sana Short Vase & 
Kiara Bowl with Handles.



From left to right: Atik Planter 
Large, Hiran Lidded Bowl, 
Myra Mug, Kiara Bowl with 
Handles, Jiya Tall Vase, Sana 
Short Vase.



These beautiful 
handmade pieces 
have a glossy speckled 
glaze contrasting the 
raw stoneware base.  
Designed in Australia 
by INARTISAN and 
handmade in India by 
our wonderful partners.  

CERAMICS |





Clockwise from top left:
Freya round bowl in mustard 
& dove. Pieces from the 
ceramics range.  Sana Jug, 
Jens mini jug & Andres 
angled mug.  Andres angled 
mug & Jens mini jug in 
mustard.


